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Abstract

For a class of nonlinear systems, the residual of a well �tted model has
low intrisic dimensionality. For these systems, a particular low-dimensional
linear projection of the regressor will facilitate both visualization of the
nonlinearities and subsequent nonlinear modeling. The least squares �t
of polynomial and piecewise a�ne funtions are used as criterion by which
numerical programs search for the linear projection that gives the best low-
dimensional description of the residual. For a simulated water tank and for
real life date sampled from an electronic circuit, the regressor can be pro-
jected down to 2 dimensions and still yield a model simulation �t by about
99%. The electronic circuit data can be described by a model structure
with far less parameters than conventional, nonlinear black-box models.

Keywords: identi�cation



NONLINEAR DYNAMICS IDENTIFIED BY
MULTI-INDEX MODELS 1

David Lindgren and Lennart Ljung

Division of Automatic Control
Linkoping University, Sweden

Abstract: For a class of nonlinear systems, the residual of a well fitted linear
model has low intrinsic dimensionality. For these systems, a particular low-
dimensional linear projection of the regressor will facilitate both visualization
of the nonlinearities and subsequent nonlinear modeling. The least squares fit of
polynomials and piecewise affine functions are used as criterion by which numerical
programs search for the linear projection that gives the best low-dimensional
description of the residual. For a simulated water tank and for real life data sampled
from an electronic circuit, the regressor can be projected down to 2 dimensions,
and still yield a model simulation fit of about 99%. The electronic circuit data
can be described by a model structure with far less parameters than conventional,
nonlinear black-box models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The time-discrete SISO model

yt = f(ϕt) + vt, (1)

with the special multi-index structure

f(ϕt) = bTϕt + g(STϕt), (2)

appears to have very interesting applicability in
nonlinear system identification. Here, yt denotes
the system output, ϕt an n-dimensional regres-
sion vector (defined in (5)) and vt accounts for
uncertainties and discrepancies. g is thought of
as the residual of the linear part b, a nonlinear
residual that is confined to the column space of the
matrix S in Rn×k. Particularly, when the column
space of S has much lower dimensionality than
the regression vector, this implies the complexity
of the parameterization and estimation of g will

1 This work was supported by the Swedish Research Coun-

cil. It is also part of the VISIMOD project supported by

the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research.

be grately reduced. Say ϕt exceeds 10 dimensions,
which is certainly not extreme. Not only will a
nonlinear structure in 10 dimensions have exces-
sively many parameters, but also as many as 106

observations (sample points) will be very sparse
in this space. The multi-index structure allows
the nonlinearity to be modeled in low dimensions,
where the point density is larger and where func-
tions may be defined by few parameters.

Not all systems benefit from a low-dimensional
regressor projection, however. It is observed that
when the nonlinearity enters the differential equa-
tion additively, the multi-index structure is well
suited. An example of such a system is the drained
water tank, to which will be returned below.

Interest attaches to the estimation of S. From
one viewpoint, finding S would be the first step
estimating f , estimating g the second. However,
explicit parameterizations of g are used here, and
programs that estimate S and g simultaneously
by the least squares criterion will be proposed.



Apart from efficient parameterization, knowing
S may also allow visualization of the nonlinear
behavior of a data set. If k = 1, the curve g can
be viewed by plotting the residual points

yt − bTϕt (3)

against the regressor projection STϕt. Special
visualization techniques used in this respect are
described in (Johansson et al., 2004).

1.1 Example: Drained Water Tank

Theoretically, a drained water tank obeys the
nonlinear differential equation

d

dt
y(t) = −

√
y(t) + u(t). (4)

Sampling the tank gives a data set {yt, ut}N1 , the
same data is studied in (Lindgren and Ljung,
2004). The regression vector takes the general
form

ϕt =




yt−1

...
yt−na
ut−d

...
ut−nb−d+1




∈ Rn. (5)

Select the model orders na = 3, nb = 3, d = 1,
k = 1 yielding regression vector dimensionality

n = na + nb = 6,

and consider it the user’s first attempt. This
means that S is an n-dimensional vector. Study
two different choices of regressor projections in
Fig. 1. In the left plot, S1 and b are from a multi-
index model of the tank. The projection ST1 ϕt is
plotted versus the linear model residual yt−bTϕt.
In the right plot, the first latent variable S2 of
partial least squares is plotted versus yt. Partial
least squares finds a projection that maximizes the
sample covariance with yt and is a well-established
linear technique to calculate regressor projections.
The maximized covariance means that the area of
the covariance ellipsoid in

[
yt S

Tφt
]

is minimal.
The projections in Fig. 1 evaluates as

S1 =
[
0.98 −0.2 0.025 0.052 −0.013 0.001

]T
,

S2 =
[
0.22 0.22 0.21 0.53 0.54 0.55

]T
.

(6)

It is interesting to observe that it actually exists
a 1-dimensional linear projection that totally iso-
lates the nonlinearity. Evidently, it is not trivial
to find it, however. The benefit of knowing S in
the subsequent modeling is clear. Not only can g
be parameterized in low dimensions. Visualization
like the plot in Fig. 1 (left) may give the user a
clue which nonlinear function family to be used.
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Fig. 1. Regressor projections of tank data. To the
left S1 from a multi-index model, to the right
S2 from partial least squares (PLS), see (6)

.

1.2 Model Structure, Motivation

The model is divided into the linear part bTϕt
and the nonlinear part g(STϕt). We have con-
cluded that if the linear part is not separated in
this way, the nonlinear dependence between the
regressors are more or less obscured by strong
(linear) correlation between consecutive samples
– for instance due to high sampling rate. It is
then almost impossible to see any nonlinearity in
the regressor projection. The same phenomenon is
seen fitting a linear model to data sampled from
a nonlinear system. If the sampling rate is high,
the one step ahead prediction error may appear
low, while a subsequent simulation immediately
reveals the inappropriateness of the model.

This explains why the multi-index model (2) is so
interesting: it refines the nonlinear dependence by
filtering out the linear correlation, and then again
refines the nonlinear dependence by concentrating
it to a linear subspace.

1.3 Related Work

Finding regressor projections for system identifi-
cation by using a nonparametric measure of non-
linear dependence founded on Delaunay triangula-
tion was proposed in (Lindgren and Ljung, 2004).
In (Carrol et al., 1997) the estimation of (2)
with the constraint STS = 1 is discussed in
the framework of generalized linear models with
quasi-likelihood criteria. A comprehensive text on
nonlinear modeling is (Hastie et al., 2001).

2. PARAMETERIZATION

There are two issues involved in parameterizing
the nonlinear part g(STϕt): the linear projection
S from Rn to Rk and the nonlinear function g
from Rk to R. In this paper we only consider the
special case k = 1. Future work will generalize
the methods to higher dimensions. Below are de-
scribed the parameterizations mainly considered
to this date: linear projection parameterized by
rotations, nonlinearity by polynomial or piecewise
affine function.



2.1 Linear Projection S

For identifiability, S is required to be orthonor-
mal, STS = I. For the case k = 1, this means
S is vector on the unit sphere. This vector is
parameterized by the angles p =

[
p1 p2 . . . pn−1

]
,

S(p) = eT1

n−1∏

i=1




Ii−1 0 0
0 cos pi sin pi 0
0 − sin pi cos pi 0
0 0 0 In−i−1


 ,

(7)
where eT1 =

[
1 0 · · · 0

]
. Thus, S has n − 1 pa-

rameters. Generalizations to k > 1 are well-know
in numerical linear algebra (QR factorization by
Givens rotaions).

2.2 Polynomial g

Here, g : R→ R is a polynomial,

g(p)(x; c) =
[
1 x2 x3 . . . xl

]
c. (8)

The figure l denotes the polynomial order and
is also used below to denote the complexity of
the nonlinear function. Note that (8) is an or-
dinary polynomial except the linear term x. The
well-known drawback modeling dynamics by high-
order polynomials is they usually behave uncon-
trolled outside the support of the estimation data.
However, they are very easy both to fit to data,
and to differentiate. It is also pointed out that
they are here primarily a tool used to estimate the
projection S. Once S is at hand, a more robust
function family can of course be used.

With the polynomial, the total number of model
parameters is

dim b+ dimp+ dim c = 2n+ l − 1. (9)

2.3 Piecewise Affine g

Here, g : R→ R is a piecewise affine function,

g(a)(x; c) =

l∑

i=1

(αi + βix)wi(x), (10)

where

c =
[
α1 α2 · · ·αl β1 β2 · · ·βl z1 z2 · · · zl

]T

represents the parameter vector. The weight func-
tions wi(·) allocate every x in R to a local sum of
affine functions. The affine functions are localized
by knots (center points) zi, one for each affine
function. The weight functions are, given zi, in-
duced by an interpolator P:

wi(x) =





P
(

x− zi
zi+1 − zi

)
if x > zi,

P
(

zi − x
zi − zi−1

)
else.

(11)

Here, z0 = −∞ and zl+1 =∞. The interpolator is
trigonometric, and gives a smooth transition from
one affine function to the next,

P =

{
cos2 π

2 t if t < 1,
0 else.

(12)

The knots are chosen with respect to the distri-
bution of x, more on this in Section 4.2.4

Compared to the polynomial, the piecewise affine
function is much more complicated to estimate
and handle. However, it gives a good balance
between adaptivity and stability/variance near
the boundaries of the estimation set support.

The total number of affine functions l determines
the adaptivity of g(a) and also the model order.
The total number of model parameters is

dim b+ dimp+ dim c = 2n+ 3l − 1. (13)

3. VALIDATION

The one step ahead predictor for a given model
{S, b, g} is

ŷt = bTϕt + g(STϕt) (14)

for ϕt defined in (5). Comparing this model out-
put to the sampled output defines the model one
step ahead prediction errors

et = yt − ŷt. (15)

The root mean square (RMS) error for a data set
{yt, ut}Nt is

E =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

t=1

e2
t . (16)

The RMS prediction error E is one way to validate
a model – small error means, in a sense, that the
model fits data well. Usually the dataset used for
model validation is independent to that used for
parameter estimation (next section).

The one step ahead predictor uses system output
samples up to time t− 1 comprised in the regres-
sion vector ϕt. The model may be validated in an-
other sense by withholding this information, and
only supply the predictor with the inital system
state at time t = 0. The so-obtained prediction,
denoted ŷt|0, corresponds to the output sequence
of a simulation, feeding the model with the sam-
pled input data ut (only). ŷt|0 is defined like (14),
but with yt−r in (5) replaced by yt−r|0. et|0 and
E0 are defined analoguosly to et and E.

The prediction error E and the simulation error
E0 indeed validate a model in different senses.
Validation by E0 is generally validation by higher
standards, since the model dynamics are fully
tested here. The computation of E0 is however
rather complex, since it founded on a model
simulation. In contrast, E can often be calculated
mainly by linear matrix operations.



4. ESTIMATION

Given data {yt, ut}N1 and a model structure
{na, nb, d, g(·; ·)}, the least squares errors defined
above are indeed functions of the model param-
eters, E = E(p, b, c) and E0 = E0(p, b, c). The
least squares estimates of the model parameters
are

{p̂, b̂, ĉ} = arg min
p,b,c

E(p, b, c), (17)

and analogously for E0. A model that minimizes
E is often termed prediction error model and one
that minimizes E0 an output error model.

In this section is proposed how to solve (17)
for the suggested functions g(p) and g(a). The
techniques are based on numerical optimization
programs. It should be said immediately that
these programs are not guaranteed to converge to
the global minimum of E and E0, since no results
on convexity are yet available.

In the development below, some numerical aspects
like data standardization and rank deficiency are
not covered.

4.1 Prediction Error Model, Polynomial (8)

First note that minimizing E(p, b, c) is equivalent
to minimizing

V (S, b, c) =

N∑

t=1

[
yt − bTϕt − g(STϕt; c)

]2
(18)

with the constraint STS = 1. In this section,
g(·) is assumed differentiable, for instance the the
polynomial g(p) in (8).

Given some initial value S(0), V is minimized lo-
cally by repeating until convergence (j = 1, 2, . . . ):

(1) Let b(j) and c(j) solve minb,c V (S(j−1), b, c)

(2) Let S̃(j) solve minS V (S, b(j), c(j)).

(3) Let S(j) = S̃(j)/ ‖ S̃(j) ‖2.

4.1.1. Initial Value b(0) is calculated as the
solution to the linear least squares problem
minb V (0, b, 0), corresponding to a linear ARX
model. S(0) is calculated as the first singular vec-
tor of the residual of this ARX model.

4.1.2. Calculate b and c given S For nota-
tional purposes, the iteration superscripts are here
dropped. Let

φ =




ϕT1
ϕT2
...

ϕTN


 , Y =




y1

y2

...
yN


 . (19)

Then b and c are given as the solution to the linear
least squares problem

[
φ 1 (φS).2 (φS).3 · · · (φS).l

] [b
c

]
LS
= Y . (20)

By (φS).r is denoted the rth component-wise
power.

4.1.3. Calculate S given b and c Consider the
first two terms in the Taylor expansion at some
location in the regressor space S = Si:

g(STϕt; c)

≈ g(STi ϕt; c) + g′(STi ϕt; c)(S − Si)Tϕt
= u(Si, c,ϕt) + STv(Si, c,ϕt),

(21)

where the u and v have obvious definitions. Let

Ui =




u(Si, c,ϕ1)
u(Si, c,ϕ2)

...
u(Si, c,ϕN )


 ,Vi =




v(Si, c,ϕ1)T

v(Si, c,ϕ2)T

...

v(Si, c,ϕN )T


 .

Then the quasi-Newton update of Si is given as
the linear least squares solution to

ViS
LS
= Y − φb−Ui, (22)

which thus defines Si+1. Starting at S0 =
S(j), this inner loop repeated until convergence,
(i = 0, 1, . . . ).

4.2 Prediction Error Model, Piecewise Affine (10)

Now the objective function is expressed

V (S, b,α,β,W )

=

N∑

t=1

[
yt − bTϕt − g(STϕt;α,β,W ))

]2
.

(23)

Here, the parameter vector c is divided into

α =
[
α1 α2 · · ·αl

]T
, β =

[
β1 β2 · · ·βl

]T

and W in RN×l is a weight matrix in which the
entry on row t and column i (wti) is the weight
observation t has for the affine function i,

g(STϕt;α,β,W ) =
l∑

i=1

(αi + βiS
Tϕt)wti. (24)

A complication here is that any reasonable policy
for choosing the knots zi, that in turn induce
the weight functions, must take the distribution
of the projected points φS into account, that is,
W = W (φS).

Given some initial values S(0), b(0), and some
initial weight matrix W (0), the minimization pro-
gram repeats until convergence (j = 1, 2, . . . ):

(1) Let α(j) and β(j) solve

min
α,β

V (S(j−1), b(j−1),α,β,W (j−1))



(2) Let S̃(j) and b̃(j) solve

min
S,b

V (S, b,α(j),β(j),W (j))

and S(j),b(j) be the normalized solution.
(3) Calculate W (j) = W (φS(j)).

4.2.1. Initial Values b(0) is calculated as the
solution to the linear least squares problem
minb V (0, b, 0, 0, 0), corresponding to a linear ARX
model. S(0) is calculated as the first singular vec-
tor of the residual of this ARX model. W (0) =
W (φb) (described below).

4.2.2. Calculate α and β Assume S, W , b are
given. Let

U =




W T
1 S

Tϕ1

W T
2 S

Tϕ2

...

W T
NS

TϕN


 , (25)

where Wt is the tth row of W . Then α and β are
given as the solution to the linear least squares
problem

[
W U

] [α
β

]
LS
= Y − φb. (26)

4.2.3. Calculate S and b S and b are the
solution to the linear least squares problem

[
βTW Tφ φ

] [S
b

]
LS
= Y −Wα. (27)

If necessary, S is normalized to unit length. Then
b is recalculated as the solution to

φb
LS
= Y −Wα− STφTWβ. (28)

4.2.4. The matrix W (x) Here

x =
[
x1 x2 · · ·xN

]T

is a set of points distributed over R. As described
earlier, the weight functions are induced by a set
of knots zi. A simple way to locate these knots is
to place them on a uniform grid over the support
of x. The model parameters are somewhat better
utilized, however, if relatively more knots are
allocated to dense regions of x (regions where
many xt are located).

It is known from splines theory that it is difficult
to locate knots optimally, see (de Boor, 1978). A
fast ad hoc procedure has been used, recursively
dividing dense regions into subregions in a way
that avoids too skew distributions within the
subregions. Then a knot is allocated to each
region.

How the knots relate to the weight functions
has been described earlier. Entry (t, i) in W (x)
corresponds to the weight xt has for the affine
function i.

4.3 Output Error Model

The aim is to find model parameters p, b, c that
minimize the simulation error,

{p̂, b̂, ĉ} = min
p,b,c

E0(p, b, c). (29)

Here, the regressor projection is given by the pa-
rameterization described earlier, S = S(p). The
above is an unconstrained optimization problem
which can be locally solved more or less efficiently
by any standard numerical program for uncon-
strained minimization.

Since the objective function E0 relies on a model
simulation, it takes relatively long time to com-
pute. This approach therefore needs very good
start values for the model parameters, for instance
given by a minimizer of the prediction error E,
which is much faster to compute.

The nonlinear function is g(p) in (8) or g(a) in (10).

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Silver Box Data

This data set has been studied earlier in (NOLCOS,
2004). It is sampled from an electronic circuit,
and in theory, it obeys the nonlinear differential
equation

m
d2y(t)

dt
+ d

dy(t)

dt
+ ay(t) + by(t)3 = u(t). (30)

The sampling interval is 0.0016384s. N = 86916
samples are available for estimation and 40000 for
model validation. The estimation and validation
data have different distributions.

The results fitting different models to the Silver
data is given in Table 1. Fig. 2 depicts a regressor
projection obtained from a multi-index model
fitted with polynomial of degree l = 3. Here, na =
nb = 5, so the regressor space is 10-dimensional,
cf. (NOLCOS, 2004).

5.2 Simulated Water Tank

The drained water tank mentioned in the in-
troductory example is simulated in SIMULINK.
10000 samples are produced for estimation and
10000 for validation.

A polynomial multi-index model does not fit well,
see the regressor projection in Fig. 3(a) with the
corresponding polynomial of degree 5. A piecewise
affine function with l = 18 fits better and behaves
a lot better outside the data support, Fig. 3(b).
(In the figures, a random subset of 1000 points
are used.)



Table 1. Silver box data. Validation of
Linear models (Lin), multi-index mod-
els (M-I) with polynomial (8) and non-
linear ARX models with artificial neural
network (ANN) with 1 hidden layer and
l nodes. E0 is the simulation error for
the prediction error model, and E0, OE
for the output error model. The model
orders are given as well as the total
number of model parameters (Prms).

Model na nb d l Prms 103E0 103E0,OE

Lin 2 3 0 - 5 14 15

M-I 2 3 0 3 12 5.0 0.44

M-I 5 5 0 3 22 2.5 0.44

ANN 2 3 0 10 82 4.2 2.6

ANN 2 3 0 75 617 0.52 0.46
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Fig. 2. Regressor projection versus linear model
residual, silver box data (subset with
N = 2000). The model polynomial of degree
3 is also drawn.

In Table 2, some different model structures are
compared, including a linear model (Lin). E is
the estimation error.

5.3 Results

For the silver box data the polynomial fits very
well. Using the prediction error criterion E, the
multi-index model with 12 parameters has com-
parable error with an ANN model with 82 param-
eters but ten times the error of an ANN model
with 617 parameters. Using E0 as criterion, there
were no significant difference in error, even when
comparing with the 617 parameter ANN model.

For the simulated water tank, the polynomial is
not appropriate. This motivates the more com-
plex piecewise affine function, which adapts and
behaves well.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It is observed that for some systems the non-
linear dynamics can be well modeled in a low-
dimensional linear projection of the regressor.
These systems are with advantage modeled with
a multi-index structure with two terms: one linear
and one nonlinear.

Table 2. Simulated Water Tank. Com-
parison between polynomial and piece-
wise affine multi-index models. Both the
estimation error (E, Est) and validation

(simulation) error E0 are given.

Model na nb d l Prms 103E, Est 103E0

Lin 1 1 1 - 2 7.2 39

M-I, g(p) 1 1 1 5 8 0.6 2.0

M-I, g(a) 1 1 1 11 36 0.15 0.25

M-I, g(a) 5 5 1 18 73 0.063 0.13

PSfrag replacements

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Regressor projection for (a) polynomial
and (b) piecewise affine multi-index models,
tank data.

For real life data sampled from an electronic cir-
cuit (the silver box data), it was seen that the
nonlinearity could be well modeled in 1 dimen-
sions with a model total of 12 parameters. In
a validation by simulation, this (output error)
model performed equally well as an artificial neu-
ral network with one hidden layer and 75 nodes
(617 parameters).
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